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Izvleček 
Protijaponska Propaganda v ZDA 1854 – 1946 
V diplomskem delu poskušam razjasniti načine, kako se je ameriška propaganda proti 
japonskemu narodu širila in spreminjala skozi desetletja, od leta 1854, ko pride do prvega stika 
med Japonsko in ZDA, do leta 1946, ko se zapre zadnje japonsko-ameriško koncentracijsko 
taborišče. Najprej bom razjasnila pojem propagande, nato pa predstavila zgodovinski okvir 
prvih azijskih priseljencev v ZDA in sicer kitajskih imigrantov. Zatem bom prestavila na kratko 
zgodovino priseljevanja Japoncev v ZDA (japonskih imigrantov). V naslednjem poglavju bom 
pojasnila propagando, ki se je pojavila kot odziv na azijske priseljence. V diplomskem delu 
poskušam opisati tri glavne načine, s katerimi se je anti-japonska propaganda širila - skozi 
literaturo, filme in glasbo. V zaključku bom predstavila pogled na spreminjanje propagande 
skozi desetletja, vključno z možnimi razlogi, zakaj se je spremenila v taki smeri, kot se je.  
Ključne besede: propaganda, Japonska, ZDA, filmi, knjige, glasba 
 
Abstract 
Anti-Japanese Propaganda in the U.S. 1854 – 1946 
This undergraduate thesis aims to break down the ways through which propaganda against the 
Japanese people spread and changed through the decades, from 1854 – the year of first contact 
between Japan and the U.S. – to 1946 – the closure of the last Japanese-American internment 
camp. After explaining the definition of propaganda in the context of this thesis, the reader will 
be presented with the historical summary of the first Asian immigrants to the U.S. – the Chinese 
immigrants. This is followed by a historical summary of the immigration of Japanese people to 
the U.S. The following chapter then explains the propaganda that appeared as a response to the 
immigrants and the thesis then attempts to describe the three main ways through which the anti-
Japanese propaganda spread – literature, films and music. In conclusion, a perspective on the 
change of propaganda through the decades is offered along with the possible reasons as to why 
it changed the way it had.  
Keywords: propaganda, Japan, U.S., literature, films, music 
 
解題 
アメリカ合衆国の抗日プロパガンダ（1854-1946） 
この卒業論文で研究したテーマはアメリカ合衆国の抗日プロパガンダです。抗日と
いうのは、日本や日本人、日系人に対しての反感を指す言葉です。 
卒業論文の問いは、プロパガンダの影響で、人種差別がどのように増加したかとい
うことです。プロパガンダの中でも特に、文学、映画、音楽を研究します。研究す
る期間は 1854 年から 1946 年までです。1854 年はアメリカ合衆国と日本の間ではじ
めて平和条約が結ばれました。そして、1946 年はアメリカ合衆国にあった最後の日
本人の収容所“Tule Lake (トゥーリーレイク)” が閉まった年です。卒業論文は４
つの章にわかれています。1 つ目は、プロパガンダに関する具体的なことやそれぞれ
 
の研究者によってのプロパガンダの定義についてです。2 つ目は、19 世紀のアメリ
カ合衆国のアジア人に対するプロパガンダの始まりについてです。そして、19 世紀
の終わりにアメリカ合衆国へ行った日本人の移民についてです。3 つ目は、抗日のプ
ロパガンダがどのように広がったか説明します。そして、文学によるプロパガンダ，
映画によるプロパガンダ、音楽によるプロパガンダについて、それぞれ内容が話さ
れます。最後に、結論です。ここで、時代ごとに、文学、映画と音楽に見受けられ
た抗日プロパガンダの特徴や理由が説明されます。 
キーワード：プロパガンダ、日本、アメリカ合衆国、文学、映画、音楽 
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1 Introduction 
 
In his book Japanese Americans - The evolution of a subculture, Harry Kitano explains the 
division of the Japanese minority groups living in America. These minority groups can be 
divided generationally into Issei (一世), Nisei (二世) and Sansei (三世), which mean the first 
generation, the second generation and the third generation of Japanese people living in the U.S., 
respectively. Japanese immigration to the U.S. can be divided chronologically into, as Kitano 
describes, “four broad and influential periods” – the immigration period from 1890 to 1924, the 
pre-war period from 1924 to 1941, the wartime evacuation period from 1941 to 1945, and the 
post-war period from 1945 onward. This thesis will further analyse all of the above mentioned 
periods leading up to 1945 and 1946 when the World War II ended and the last Japanese 
internment camp in the U.S. was closed, respectively (Portal for Japanese American’s History 
2017). It will also describe these period(s) through the analysis of American propaganda. The 
thesis will pose questions such as whether the said Anti-Japanese propaganda sprung up 
specifically as a response to the growing Japanese population in the U.S., or perhaps as a 
response to all the minorities that immigrated from Asia; perhaps because of some other reason 
altogether, or because of all these reasons combined. This thesis will make an attempt to answer 
all of these questions, and it will do so by analysing examples of Anti-Asian propaganda which 
can be found in literature, films and music of the 19th and 20th centuries.  
 
In order to offer some context on Anti-Asian propaganda, a short description of propaganda in 
general is presented along with the definition of the word “propaganda”. This is followed by a 
chapter on Anti-Asian propaganda in the 19th century, which started with the arrival of Chinese 
immigrants who were the first Asian people to immigrate to America. The next chapter offers 
a historical description of Japanese immigration and it is divided into three sub categories based 
on the type of propaganda that affected Japanese people and was popular and influential at the 
time. The three types of propaganda most used were literature, films and music, and these will 
be described in the context of Anti-Japanese propaganda with its key historical events that many 
researchers claim were consequently birthed out of the aforementioned propaganda. This study 
will be concluded with a rounded-up summary of what propaganda means, how specifically 
Anti-Asian propaganda started with the Chinese people and how it translated onto the Japanese 
people as well. This thesis summarizes important and influential works of propaganda within 
literature, films and music, and offers reasons for them being the ones that are paramount when 
regarding the subject of propaganda against Asian people and, more specifically, Japanese 
people.  
 
1.1 Methodology 
In its research of Anti-Japanese propaganda through literature, films and music produced from 
1854 to 1946, this thesis relies on works and materials written by other researchers in the field 
of propaganda and history that described each specific field of propaganda connected to Asian 
people and immigrants, more specifically, Japanese immigrants; these fields of propaganda 
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being the popular media – literature, films and music. It also analyses historical accounts 
connected to the history of Asian and Japanese immigrants from mid-19th century to mid-20th 
century. This was done in order to find the thread that connected the shifts in politics as well as 
economy in response to the propaganda produced in this one century long period and vice versa 
– to find the connection between the events of that time which resulted in the production of 
propaganda in literature, films and music. Some works of propaganda which stand out – 
whether for their harshness of harmful stereotypes or popularity among the consumers – will 
be more closely analysed in this thesis. The parts that are conveying specific propagandistic 
messages will be further elaborated in order to better explain the catalyst of their creation. In 
order to combine the research already done on the subject (the historical descriptions of the 
subject and works that are the subject itself), this study analyses various texts of research and 
propaganda and attempts to summarize the subject matter to give a clear perspective on the 
evolution of Anti-Japanese propaganda in the United States.  
 
2 Propaganda – definition 
According to Jacques Ellul, the author of the book Propaganda – The Formation of Men's 
Attitudes, propaganda is not just a piece of work that a person would make for a personal profit 
or reason; it is described as a phenomenon that appears out of a specific social context (Ellul in 
Chronister 1992). This means that propaganda cannot be looked at as only one object, but rather 
must be recognized as a complex movement that requires specific conditions in order to be 
formed as such. Just like there is more than one type of propaganda, there is also more than one 
reason why and how propaganda would and could and did come to be. The decades of the late 
19th and the early 20th century were decades which could be considered a fertile ground in 
which propaganda took root not just in the U.S., but outside of it as well.  
According to Matsui Kazuhiro (松井一洋), propaganda has a strong bond with advertising and 
public relations, about which he writes in his essay Is it possible to uncover authentic 
information? (「事実」の情報はありうるか). Matsui writes about the connection between 
the advertisements in the mass media and the propagandistic messages and false “facts” that 
could be found there. The author used W. D. Scott’s analysis of human attention span and how 
it is used in advertising. In other words, Scott’s analysis further elaborates different methods 
utilized to influence consumers, especially those methods which employ attention grabbing 
techniques.  Matsui agrees with Scott and expands upon his analysis with a conclusion that the 
six specific advertising techniques are the tools which serve in successfully selling propaganda 
as the factual truth to the consumer. According to Scott, these six principles of attention are: 
first, that the attraction of something depends on the absence of counter-attractions, second, that 
the appeal of something depends upon its simplicity and sensationalism, third, that the 
comparison of differing things and contrast in the right context catches more attention, fourth 
and fifth claim that the repetition will make the advertised message more easily understandable, 
and sixth, that the emotion produced in the consumer while looking at the advertisement will 
decide how much attention the advertisement will get (Scott in Matsui 2011). Matsui focused 
his attention upon these six principles and connected them with propaganda in advertising and 
mass media. Since this thesis covers propaganda in mass media, that is, propaganda in literature, 
films and music, it will use Matsui’s definition of propaganda in the text. This is why, in this 
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context, when referring to propaganda, the thesis will be referring to the propaganda found in 
mass media which carries the meaning of (or consists of) false “facts” that are, so to say, 
packaged in the absence of distractions from the intended message, and are sensational, 
contrasting, repetitive, simplified and evoke emotion.  
However, it should be taken into account that despite describing propaganda in the U.S., this 
thesis is not limited only to the U.S.; the propaganda was not cut off from the rest of the world 
and was not shaped within the borders of the U.S. alone. Because the world shared ideas and 
the countries became more and more globally connected, propaganda travelled along with 
people as one of numerous ideas that were being exchanged at the time. As already mentioned, 
ideas of only one person are not enough to start something so vast and global as propaganda, 
and that is why this thesis will describe the conditions that made it possible for this one specific 
form of propaganda – anti-Japanese propaganda – to come into existence within the political 
and historical bounds of the time. It will also focus on the growing of propaganda through 
literature, films and music as the most influential and widespread propaganda “dealership”.  
In the book Yellow Peril: Chinese-Americans in American Fiction by William W. Fu, 
stereotypes are explained as harmful and negative generalizations that are based on race and 
ethnicity, and contradict each other, but do not change.  
The key to defining […] contradictory images as racial and ethnic stereotypes is their 
unchanging nature (Wu 1982, 4). 
By this, the author means to say that stereotypes can be found if we follow the so-called 
archetypes of people and ascribe specific occupations or “roles” to specific races, without 
thinking about the reason why these roles would be ascribed to a specific group of people. And 
this creates a perpetual circle in which just as we have accepted a specific idea of what a certain 
race should be, someone else will get the idea from us and implement it in their daily lives, and 
this is how the stereotypes are unchanging and persistent – the source may be lost, but the ones 
who are keeping the stereotypical ideas about certain people alive are us. Wu goes on to give 
examples of stereotypes by describing the role of a Chinese launderer in fiction:  
When an author makes Chinese immigrants launderers and characterizes them as violent 
and emotional only because they are Chinese by ancestry, these qualities are stereotypes. 
If an author creates a well-motivated, individually characterized Chinese immigrant 
who launders clothes because of legal and economic restraints which bar him from other 
occupations, that character is an artistic creation of the author placed in an accurate 
historical context, not just a stereotype taken from the imprint of earlier expressions in 
society or literature (Wu 1982, 4). 
Wu gives us a good template by which we can recognize when a group of people is referred to 
as something specific only because of their colour of skin, or language they speak, or some 
other specification that, in truth, has nothing to do with the characterisation we have attached 
to it. However, all stereotypes have a starting point and must begin somewhere. The emergence 
of Anti-Asian stereotypes in the United States will be covered in more detail in the next chapter.  
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2.1 Beginnings of anti-Asian propaganda in the U.S. 
Nations are formed based on what the people of a certain community have in common. Nation 
forming is about choosing a common territory, economic life, ethnicity, or psychological make-
up manifested in a common culture. Formation of a unified national history which is taught to 
people of the same nation is one of the most important parts of nation forming. Asian people 
started immigrating to the North American continent sometime in the 19th century. This is, 
however, only one of the reasons why they were considered the “Others” – the non-American 
citizens invading the continent of America. The U.S., as a nation, had to define itself; and to do 
that, it first had to define the “Others” in their country; a very common way of assuming and 
strengthening one’s identity is through its juxtaposition to other identities. The U.S. saw Asia 
(beginning with China) as these “Others” because the U.S. was the “Self” to which everything 
else non-American was foreign and alien (Tchen and Yeats 2014, 12). However, before the 
Chinese immigrants came to the U.S., the meaning of “Others” in the U.S. was reserved 
specifically for the European immigrants that came in big waves during the first half of the 19th 
century (for example, German people, Irish people and Italian people). However, soon the 
meaning of the concept of “Others” transformed and started to refer to the Chinese people who 
began immigrating to the U.S. in the second half of the 19th century, and European immigrants, 
in turn, came to be seen as a part of the American nation that was always American – in other 
words, a part of a white America that people with different skin tones to that of white could not 
and were not allowed to represent.  
Chinese were the first Asian people to immigrate to America. In the 19th century, during the 
California Gold Rush, Chinese men came to California to earn some money for their families 
after which they planned to return home to China. Or at least, this is what the historian Gunther 
Barth claims in his thesis Bitter Strength: A History of Chinese in the United States where he 
writes that the first Chinese people – which he calls sojourners – “intended to make and save 
money quickly, and to return to China to a life of ease with the family which their drudgery had 
maintained” (Barth in Wu 1982, 7). He also writes about possible reasons of why these 
immigrants would be and were looked down upon, and why they were not accepted into the 
American society. According to Barth, Chinese immigrants did not want to let go of their 
tradition, which then stopped them from conforming to their new life.  
In the clutches of debt bondage or under contract to labour companies, they [the Chinese 
immigrants] became docile subjects of bosses and headmen, still directed in the United 
States by the dictates of the Chinese world, sustained by a control system based on 
family loyalty and fear. The sojourners shouldered the burden of daily toil in an alien 
environment in defence of their own system of values. They rejected new standards, and 
clung to their culture to give meaning to the ordeal (Barth in Wu 1987, 7). 
Blaming the Chinese immigrants for the racism they faced, Barth also adds:  
The sojourners’ goal influenced the American reaction (Barth in Wu 1982, 7). 
There are a lot of conclusions that Barth draws and they are all based on a one simple 
proposition – the Chinese people, mostly men, came to America only to later return back to 
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China after they had earned a certain amount of money. So, according to Barth, the Chinese 
people came to the U.S. only to take advantage of the opportunities they would get there, after 
which they would “selfishly” return to China with this “American” money. Barth also implies 
that the Chinese immigrants did not try to fit into the American society, but clung to their old 
ideals which, Barth claims, clashed with those of the American society. Wu said that Barth’s 
theory had to be taken with a grain of salt. Indeed, just as Wu claims, it is impossible to measure 
or distinguish which Chinese person came solely to earn money and later go back to China and 
which person came to stay in the U.S. for a longer period of time. There might be some instances 
where a Chinese person wanted to move to America and stay there, but once they were there 
they faced racism and decided to return back home to China. It is also worth mentioning that 
during the 1850s and 1860s it was not possible for Chinese people to get American citizenship, 
so we really cannot know how many would have stayed if the conditions had been better (Wu 
1982, 7-8).  
The question still stands – why have the Chinese people – the first Chinese immigrants – faced 
so much racism from the get-go? Chinese immigrants faced much more dislike and negativity 
than the European immigrants of the 19th century in the U.S. One theory as to why this was the 
case, is the assumption that the Europeans perceived Asians (and therefore the Chinese) as 
hordes not unlike those of Genghis Khan (and this mind-set then spread to America) from back 
when the Mongolians invaded Europe in the 13th century (Wu 1982, 10). Genghis Khan and his 
powerful army might have been so impressionable that Europe continued fearing them in the 
centuries to come, and even took that fear to America. However, the fear did not come from the 
powerful armies Mongolians had at the time, Wu claims, but from the records written by 
European chroniclers about the Mongols as they were invading.  
The European monks were concerned about the non-Christian, “heathen” nature of the 
Mongols. Some chroniclers called the Mongols the punishment of God out of Tartarus, 
from which the Mongols also came to be called Tartars; this was facilitated by the 
coincidentally similar Persian word for them, Tartars, which reached Europeans (Wu 
1982, 10). 
But just as Wu refuses this proposition, this thesis concludes that such a faraway history, which 
includes many wars between many nations, cannot be blamed - entirely or at all – for the 
treatment of a race centuries after. However, when the Chinese immigrants came to the U.S. in 
the 1840s, they already had to face the pre-existing racial bias towards them. Stuart Creighton 
Miller explains in his book The Unwelcome Immigrant: The American Image of the Chinese, 
1785-1882, how the pre-misconceptions about the Chinese were formed through diplomats, 
American merchants and Protestant missionaries that “spread misconceptions of Chinese deceit, 
cunning, idolatry, despotism, xenophobia, cruelty, infanticide, and intellectual and sexual 
perversity” (Miller in Wu 1982, 7). To this claim Wu adds that the racist images of the Chinese 
people had already been spread through various magazines and even textbooks in the U.S. long 
before 1840 because of the aforementioned reason – because of diplomats and the rest bringing 
“news” from other countries, including China, which were tainted by the person’s own beliefs 
and ignorance and, most likely, culture shock. All of this brought racial stereotypes onto the 
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American continent long before the first Chinese workers came to seek better work 
opportunities in the U.S. in the 19th century.   
On the other hand, American people were not the only ones to be blamed for the growing racism 
against the Asian immigrants. European immigrants used Asian race in a negative way as well 
in order to transfer the previous American society’s dislike towards the “Others” – the newly 
immigrated Chinese and other Asian people and away from themselves; European immigrants 
spread dislike towards the Asian immigrants in order for themselves to assimilate into the 
American society and stop being seen as foreigners. By diverting attention to this new race and 
new immigrants who had come to American soil, the European immigrants tried to shift the 
public eye onto the new “common enemy” which both European immigrants and American 
people could unite against (Tchen and Yeats 2014, 12). Furthermore, European immigrants 
could assimilate better in the sense that they looked like Americans – they were white – while 
a Chinese person, no matter how culturally assimilated they were, would always have a different 
skin colour and would be recognizable as the “Other”. A fine line did not exist between a true 
Caucasian and a true Asian, either. Rather, one’s race would be defined by the, so to say, public 
eye – those who looked Caucasian could be Caucasian, while those who did not look white 
could not be white. This is what is described in the essay Where is the West? Where is the East? 
(1992) by Marin W. Lewis and Karen E. Wigen in the book Yellow Peril by Tchen and Yeats, 
when mentioning how in the 1800s the meaning of the word Orient had slowly begun changing; 
Turkey and India were seen as Caucasian because they could not be defined by outward 
appearance as “Oriental”, while all people with “a single eye fold” became, by the “western 
standard”, known as “Oriental peoples” (Lewis and Wigen in Tchen and Yeats 2014, 57). 
It was easy to distinguish a Chinese person, therefore it was easy to, for example, blame the 
whole racial minority for lack of employment, which is what happened when more and more 
Chinese and other Asian immigrants came to the U.S. to seek job opportunities. When the 
Chinese people first came to America in big numbers in order to find employment they were 
considered to be the main cause of unemployment among the domicile population and were 
blamed for the consequent impoverishment of American citizens (Saton in Tchen and Yeats 
2014, 218). Chinese workers supposedly worked for lower wages and rarely slept which gave 
them an unfair advantage over the white workers who could not find employment (London in 
Tchen and Yeats 2014, 177). Besides having super-human power to work without having to 
sleep or eat, it was believed that the Chinese immigrants would soon “swarm over the Pacific 
and inundate white America” (Wu 1982, 11), despite the fact that in the year 1850 in California, 
the number of Chinese immigrants was lower to that of Irish immigrants and was followed by 
the number of German immigrants (Wu 1982, 11). The belief that the Chinese immigrants were 
to be blamed for declining U.S. economy and for the threat of moral corruption of Christian 
values of  “a good American church-going” citizen was so strong that The Chinese Exclusion 
Act of 1882 forbade all Chinese people to immigrate to the U.S., except diplomats, teachers 
and students, merchants and tourists (Wu 1982, 76).  
However, by the end of the 19th century and The Chinese Exclusion Act, the Chinese 
immigrants were not the only Asian immigrants that had started to immigrate to America in 
search of job opportunities. The need for establishing commerce with Japan, which arose with 
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Matthew Perry and the 1854 Japan-U.S. peace treaty, forced America to let the Japanese 
immigrants immigrate to the U.S. However, this was also not going to be a permanent fixture, 
what with the pre-existing anti-Asian racism within the U.S., and the rise of new stereotypes 
against the Japanese people as well. These new stereotypes were, in truth, only recycled and 
propagated from the ones Chinese immigrants had faced.  
 
2.2 Japanese immigration to the U.S. 
In the year 1853 Japan and the U.S. made their first formal contact. Commodore Matthew Perry 
sailed all the way to Japan, with his black gunboats, in order to demand entrance to the country. 
In 1954 he came back and a cooperation treaty was signed in February of the same year that 
read:  
There shall be perfect, permanent and universal peace, and a sincere and cordial amity 
between the United States of America on one part, and the Empire of Japan on the other, 
and between their people respectively, without exception of persons and places (Lanman 
in Kitano 1969, 11). 
Some 20 years later, in the year 1872, the first ambassadors of Japan arrived to San Francisco, 
U.S. (Kitano 1969, 11). Kitano claims that this period right after the signing of the cooperation 
treaty was “the period of respect, of curiosity, of kindness, and of little fear of the rising Asiatic 
power” (Kitano 1969, 11). However, the immigration of Japanese people still did not officially 
start since most of the Japanese people at the time came to the U.S. only for a certain period of 
time in order to get an education; by the year 1880 there were 148 Japanese people, mostly 
students, in America (Kitano 1969, 12). The fact that emigration from Japan before the year 
1885 was illegal also played an important factor in the number of Japanese people living in the 
U.S. There, however, did exist a colony – which is referred to as the first Japanese colony in 
America – by the name of Wakamatsu, situated in California, where the first Japanese settlers 
came in 1869 in order to grow tea, tangerines, mulberry and Koshu grapes. Unfortunately, due 
to unpreparedness to the new environment, the colony failed (Kitano 1969, 12).  
From 1885 onward, when the emigration ban was lifted in Japan, many Japanese men started 
immigrating to Hawaii – a state which was desperate for more labourers – for a permanent 
residence (The Association of Nikkei and Japanese Abroad 2018). It did not take long for more 
Japanese people to immigrate to the U.S. from both Hawaii and Japan, as well. However, as 
Kitano writes, this “could not have been more poorly timed” (Kitano 1969, 14). Before the 
Japanese immigrants, the Chinese, by the year 1885, were already settled in America; most of 
them were settled in California. The Chinese immigrants came in 1849 and by the 1852 the 
Governor of California pushed to restrict the immigration from China, which only shows how 
bad the situation had already been. When Japanese immigrants started pouring in, starting in 
1885 and reaching a peak in the 1890s (Kitano mentions the number of 22,000 Japanese 
immigrants between 1890 and 1900), they were settling in an already “almost unanimously 
anti-Oriental” atmosphere (Kitano 1969, 15). 
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The first settlers could not find work in any higher-paying occupations, so they mostly worked 
in agriculture (Masakazu in Kitano 1969, 7), which we can see in Table 1.   
 
Years 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 
No. of 
Japanese 
Farmers  
39  1,816 5.152 3,956 5,135 
Acreage 4,698 194,809 361,276 191,427 220,094 
 
Table 1. Number of Japanese farmers in California in decade intervals, 1900-1940 (Masakazu 
in Kitano 1969, 7) 
The reason for this was that the dislike towards Chinese workers transferred to the Japanese 
workers who were now – just like the Chinese workers – left to compete with the European 
immigrants. Iwata Masakazu, as Kitano writes, reports that around 30,000 Japanese workers 
were dealing with farm labour, especially manual labour, by the year 1909. The reason for this 
is that a lot of Japanese immigrants had already had an agricultural background (Masakazu in 
Kitano 1969, 15-16). The typical life story of a Japanese worker who came as a first generation 
settler – Issei – to America goes like the one Kitano quoted in his book Japanese Americans: 
The Evolution of a Subculture from one of his earlier interviews with a Japanese American 
Issei:  
I grew up in a farm in Japan. My father owned a fairly large piece of land, but it was 
heavily mortgaged. I remember how hard we all had to work, and I also remember the 
hard times. I saw little future in farm work; my older brothers would later run the farm, 
so at my first good chance, I went to work in Osaka. Later I came to California and 
worked as a labourer in all kinds of jobs. However, for the first five years I had to work 
in the farms, picking fruit, vegetables, and I saved some money. Then I came to live in 
the city permanently (Kitano 1969, 16). 
This quote shows that the Japanese immigrants did not intend to hold jobs in hard manual labour 
forever. They soon began farming their own lands, but this made them seem even a bigger 
competition to the white farmers, which resulted in the California Alien Land Bill being passed 
in 1913. This Bill restricted lease and ownership rights to three years for Japanese “aliens” 
(Kitano 1969, 17). 
 
2.3 Beginnings of Anti-Japanese propaganda in the U.S. 
Despite the California Alien Land Bill being passed in 1913, the “Japanese participation in 
agriculture entered its golden era” (Kitano 1969, 17). This was mostly influenced by the 
outbreak of the First World War, which increased the global demand for labourers. Kitano 
writes that during 1910 and 1920, more than 70,000 Japanese immigrants came to the U.S. and 
ended up working on farms, whose production reached its peak in 1920. Subsequently, another 
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law was passed and this time it was the Immigration Law of 1924 which forbade nearly all 
people of Japanese descent to immigrate to the U.S.  
Although the 20th century was the century of film – one of the biggest means of propaganda – 
the use of propaganda started well before the movie industry established itself as one of the 
greatest mediums. Andrea Chronister, in her work Japan-bashing: how propaganda shapes 
Americans’ perception of the Japanese, argues that the Anti-Japanese propaganda started with 
the first contact between Japan and America.  She therefore opposes Kitano’s theory of 
“prosperity” between the two countries right after their first contact and quotes Instructions 
from Acting Secretary of State C.M. Conrad to Secretary of the Navy John P. Kennedy in order 
to prove her claim:  
Commodore Perry's expeditions in the 1850s to secure access to Japanese ports were 
largely intended to tap the ‘great temptation’ of mercantile enterprise, the vast wealth 
and population of the Chinese. In his instructions, however, was the strong message that 
the Japanese were a weak, semi-barbarous people, ‘the most common enemy of 
mankind’, who were to be subjected to manifestations of power if normal negotiations 
could not be reached (Conrad in Chronister 1992, 11). 
Chronister’s claims that Japanese immigrants were stereotyped even before they reached 
American land make sense because of the fact that the “cooperation treaty” between Japan and 
the U.S. signed in 1854 was less of a cooperation and more of a forceful push by Perry and the 
U.S. for Japan to open up its ports to foreign ships. Subsequently, both sides had things to hold 
against one another. So when the first Japanese immigrants arrived to America, they were 
already seen as “alien” long before the farming issue would come up. And soon, they would 
become the “yellow peril”.  
The origins of the label “yellow”, which was to signify all Asian races, appeared as opposition 
to the “white” races and “black” races; this signifier was first used in the 1684 publication of 
the New Division of the Earth, According to the Different Species or Races of Man that Inhabit 
It, Sent by a Famous Voyager (Tchen and Yeats 2014, 11). Asian races were (and are) also often 
called “Oriental”. In the 1800s, the meaning of Orient was slowly starting to change; it stopped 
being synonymous with India and started to denote peoples who could be defined as a part of 
Orient by outward appearance – Turkey and India were seen as Caucasian, while all people 
with a “single eye fold” became, by “western standards”, “Oriental peoples”, as previously 
mentioned (Lewis in Tchen and Yeats 2014, 57). 
And as for the very term “yellow peril”, many researchers believe that it was birthed in the 
1890s in Germany. The first person who used the term “yellow peril” was the German Kaiser 
Wilhelm II. He commissioned an illustrator to depict his dream of Buddha attacking Europe, 
which symbolized the great threat from the “East”. To Wilhelm II it was useful to have this 
term “yellow peril” because it acted as a common unifier for many European tribes against a 
common foe. What this means is that the whole of Asia was transformed into a common threat, 
or “peril”, serving as a juxtaposition to Europe as a whole, therefore uniting the tribes of Europe 
for a common goal; to defeat the different, non-Christian, yellow attackers (Tchen and Yeats 
2014, 12).  
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2.3.1 Anti-Japanese propaganda in literature 
Prior to the turn of the century, the Yellow Peril is perceived only as stemming from the 
Chinese. In the twentieth century, especially in the pulps, the Japanese joined the 
Chinese as a perceived menace to Europe and North America. […] This has been done 
with an awareness that the American public as a whole sometimes did not distinguish 
carefully among Asian ethnic groups, so that events involving one Asian ethnic group 
often affected the image of another (Wu 1982, 2). 
William Wu elaborates how the Chinese immigrants to the U.S. became the first victims of 
racial stereotypes perpetuated by the white domicile population. These stereotypes were often 
perpetuated through so-called pulps, short and cheap forms of literature which would often 
feature offensive and exaggerated caricatures representing Asians, accompanied by various 
xenophobic texts. This form of discrimination turned every Asian person into “the bad guy” 
and it perpetuated the spreading of fear and dislike towards Asian countries and immigrants. 
This phenomenon did in fact start with the Chinese but it soon began to encompass Japanese 
and Filipino immigrants as well as the rest of people of Asian descent, just as they immigrated 
to America. With so many ethnicities from Asia, the American people often ended up putting 
those Asian ethnicities all into the same box under one label: “the yellow peril” – a term which 
was birthed out of fear of non-white races. 
The biggest works of propaganda against the Japanese people appeared at the same time as 
“The Far Eastern Question” appeared. “The Far Eastern Question” refers to the fear that Japan 
would take over China, a country that was fast becoming a rising industrial power in Asia, and 
the world. In short, this question – or decision – was primarily concerned with which country 
would end up controlling China, to which Japan came forth and announced itself as the one 
who would take control over China (Vie 2015). Therefore, “The Far Eastern Question” was 
actually a question posed by European and other countries as a response to Japan’s boldness to 
impose itself against “its superiors”, which is how those other countries viewed themselves. 
This is why the issue of control over China has been made into a question and a problem.  
“[…] When Japan announced itself a player in this game of empire in China during the Sino-
Japanese War of 1895, it conjured Kaiser Wilhelm II’s dream [...]” (Tchen and Yeats 2014, 
123) because never before has the domination of the “white race” been so boldly challenged. 
Ikura Akira, in the essay The Yellow Peril and its influence on Japanese-German Relations, 
writes:  
The Kaiser’s dream following Japan’s victory over the Chinese was that this Asian 
threat might help Europeans join together and avoid wars over Chinese territory (Akira 
in Tchen and Yeats 2014, 123).  
Here Akira is claiming that since the Japanese people dared to oppose the “white races”, now 
these races do not have to fight among themselves, but unite against the common foe – Japan.  
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However, the western powers did not really fear Japan until they defeated Russia in the Russo-
Japanese war. It was the first victory of a “yellow” race over a “white” race. The person who 
brought this fear from the frontlines all the way to America was one of the most popular 
novelists of the early twentieth century, Jack London. He was sent to Korea as a correspondent 
for the San Francisco Examiner in order to cover the Russo-Japanese War. London wrote a 
short story titled The Unparalleled Invasion in 1910, where he addresses the potential danger 
that the Japanese might pose (Lu 2017, 78-79). 
In London’s short story, which is set after the Russo-Japanese War, Japan gives China the 
industrial technology that would help China “support unlimited growth” which would then 
serve as a form of invasion in which China’s billion people strong population would invade by 
emigrating all over the world. To resolve this problem, an American scientist drops poison on 
the Chinese people, exterminating them (Tchen and Yeats 2014, 176). This is what London 
writes:  
Four hundred million indefatigable workers (deft, intelligent, and unafraid to die), 
aroused and juvenescent, managed and guided by forty-five million additional human 
beings who are splendid fighting animals, scientific and modern, constitute that menace 
to the Western world which has been well named the ‘Yellow Peril’ (London in Tchen 
and Yeats 2014, 176). 
The use of “yellow perilism” is obvious here. London calls unto his fellow “white men” to see 
reason and accept the very real danger found in “the hordes of yellow men”. When London’s 
frontline reports and short stories reached the U.S., yellow peril and other forms of anti-Asian 
propaganda had been starting to grow more than ever, and this propaganda was slowly being 
aimed specifically at the Japanese, although it still persisted against other Asian races as well. 
As already mentioned, the Chinese minority was the first to be written about in such a negative 
light:  
Fiction was quick to pick up on this shift, and before and after the turn of the 20th 
century, writers were crafting exotic, mostly Chinese villains in stories that were meant 
to sensationalize readers (Welton, n.d.). 
In other words, by the turn of the century, Asian immigrants were not just looked down upon, 
but were beginning to be feared as well. The fiction was not meant only to win the readers over 
with sensationalism, but also to work as propaganda telling the society at large that they should 
fear the “yellow man”. This would in turn entice the people to offer necessary support to the 
government to keep passing laws against the Asian races, both in the U.S. and outside it.  
The first work of fiction that could be called an example of propaganda in fiction specifically, 
is a murder novel by an Irish author, M.P. Shiel, entitled The Yellow Danger, set in China, 
published in 1898 (Welton, n.d.). Benjamin Welton, the writer of the quoted article on the site 
airshipdaily.com, went as far as to say that even Dracula by Bram Stoker, published a year 
earlier of The Yellow Danger, “also can be read as a cautionary tale about an Eastern tyrant 
invading and attempting to exhaust a Western society” (Welton, n.d.).  
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At the request of his publisher, M.P. Shiel wrote the weekly serial The Empress of the Earth: 
The Tale of the Yellow War, and ended up being published in Short Stories magazine after the 
Kiachow incident in China (Witchard 2017). The writer of the article at londonfictions.com, Dr 
Anne Witchard, claims that The Empress of the Earth was Shiel’s first major serial and he was 
in no financial position to call his own shots. Each week he would interweave stories from the 
previous week’s news events into a fantasy of future global war (Witchard 2017). However, 
after Shiel had established his reputation as a popular writer, he went on to write the mentioned 
novel The Yellow Danger. In The Yellow Danger he writes of England and its “racial valour”, 
and brings forth questions like the following:  
The reign of hell which had followed upon some Japanese victories during the Sino-
Japanese War was well known in Europe. If China had fared so at the hand of Japan, 
how would Europe fare at the hand of China led by Japan? (Shiel in Witchard 2017).  
Furthermore, one of the biggest and most well-known book villains, from a book itself filled 
with propaganda, was a person of Chinese descent, just like in The Yellow Danger. The book 
written by a British author Arthur Henry Ward, alias Sax Rohmer, created the villain called Dr 
Fu Manchu, whose first appearance was in the novel published in 1913 entitled The Mystery of 
Dr Fu Manchu (Welton, n.d.). Sax Rohmer developed the idea of Dr Fu Manchu based on  
Shiel’s main villain in The Yellow Danger, Dr Yen How, who was based on a real person, Sun 
Yat-sen. However, while Shiel drew inspiration from contemporary events for his work, Sax 
Rohmer’s world was the work of complete imagination and hyperbole. Every book of the Fu 
Manchu series tried to best the previous by upping the level of deviousness of the Chinese 
villain.  
Fu Manchu is depicted as a poisoner, murderer, torturer, and has been described as: “the greatest 
genius which the powers of evil have put on earth for centuries” (Rohmer in gutenberg.org, 
1913), and his sole mission is to use his enormous power over the whole of China – and even 
the whole of Asia – in order to infiltrate Europe.  
He has the backing of a political group whose wealth is enormous, and his mission in 
Europe is to PAVE THE WAY! (Rohmer 1913). 
On the other side, in the U.S., Greenberry George Rupert, or G.G. Rupert, was a writer of 
historical events, which he interpreted using the Bible. He had a theory that the End of Days – 
the apocalypse – would occur amidst the power struggle between the “Occident” and the 
“Orient”; with his opinions Rupert promoted the yellow peril scare even more. His views were 
published in 1911 in The Yellow Peril, or the Orient vs. the Occident as viewed by modern 
statesmen and ancient prophets, a book of 530 pages. David Seed explains in his Science 
Fiction: A Very Short Introduction, of how G.G. Rupert believed that Russia will take over both 
China and the whole of Africa whose forces, when combined, would help them take over the 
world. G.G. Rupert also wrote how Japan, Korea, India and China would be stopped by Jesus 
Christ in their opposition of the “West”. Lastly, Rupert concluded that the Occident will claim 
the final victory, as prophesied by the Holy Bible. G.G. Rupert was a person who, just like Shiel, 
perpetuated this “yellow scare”, and even more so because he searched for his explanations in 
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the Bible, which might have given him and his claims some religious legitimacy and would 
make the people more scared and prone to believe him.  
Another American writer, who expressed anti-Japanese sentiment through characters featured 
in his pulps, was Donald Keyhoe. One such example is a line of dialogue spoken by one of his 
characters: 
I’m personally convinced that he dreams of heading a yellow rebellion against the white 
race. I’ve tried to make the officials here see it and they’re at last waking up to the 
menace. Until Japan began slicing off China, he was well on the way to dominating 
Asia. Even the Soviet fears Yen Sin, and mentioning the Invisible Empire keeps the 
Japanese War Office awake at nights (Keyhoe in Wu 1982, 200). 
Yen Sin is Keyhoe’s main character, or villain, and he can be viewed as an equivalent of Sax 
Rohmer’s Fu Manchu, in a way. Yen Sin, just like Fu Manchu, serves as a common enemy to 
the “white” races, and is a symbol of the yellow peril that threatens the “Occident”.  
Overall, many pulp magazines and fiction books propagating the notion of the yellow peril were 
very similar in content because, Wu claims, of the nature of these types of books and pulp 
magazines in general. Because the stories such as Fu Manchu were such a commercial success, 
the publishers kept wanting more and the writers kept writing more. And when the attack on 
Pearl Harbor happened, in 1941, “[it] justified every word of Yellow Peril ideology ever uttered 
in the United States, and so the myth, instead of being discredited, remained embedded in 
American culture” (Wu 1982, 207).  
 
2.3.2 Anti-Japanese propaganda in films 
Television and film changed the way propaganda worked, which is something Megan Lu nicely 
puts forward in her thesis Orientals in Hollywood: 
There has been a reinforcement of the stereotypes by which the Orient is viewed. 
Television, the films, and all the media's resources have forced information into more 
and more standardized molds (Lu 2017, 8).  
These “standardized molds“ Lu is talking about, when Japan is in question, can be said to have 
reached another level just after Japan attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7th 1941. However, 
just as with all anti-Asian propaganda, we can find a mix of propaganda against more than just 
one Asian race in films as well. The same as in literature, one of the biggest representations of 
yellow peril in Hollywood, more specifically, representation of the yellow peril personified in 
a Chinese person, was the Fu Manchu villain. As already mentioned, Fu Manchu was a villain 
of a Chinese descent, first written up in fiction books by Sax Rohmer. This villain represented 
everything society feared – he was a trickster, his one ultimate goal was to defeat the “white 
race” and he had the “Chinese horde” at his calling.    
Fu Manchu was created in 1913, but his first appearance on screen was in Britain in a silent 
film titled The Mystery of Dr Fu Manchu starring Harry Agar Lyons. 1929 was the year Fu 
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Manchu appeared in America in a movie titled The Mysterious Dr Fu Manchu starring Warner 
Oland. In The Mysterious Dr Fu Manchu, the plot revolves around Fu Manchu’s quest for 
revenge for his murdered wife and child. Fu Manchu kills all of the descendants of his family’s 
murderers. In this movie we can see how this Chinese villain is shown to destroy human life 
without care; killing all descendants of his family’s murderers thus showing his “monstrous 
side” which is then used as a representation of all Chinese and Asian people, in a way.   
According to Lu, silent films like The Yellow Peril from 1908 and The Japanese Invasion from 
1909 were the first mention worthy anti-Asian films which arguably started the perpetuation of 
anti-Asian propaganda through film as a visual medium accessible to such a wide audience (Lu 
2017, 90). 
In 1915, an American silent film The Cheat, directed by Cecil B. DeMille, was released. This 
film features a Japanese villain that embodies all negative stereotypes of the era – immoral, 
scheming and greedy for “white women” (Hood 2015). The 1915 release included this villain 
as a Japanese man by the name of Hishuru Tori, but in a 1918 release when Japan came to be 
viewed as an ally of the U.S., they had to change his nationality to Burmese and his name to 
Haka Arakau to keep U.S. – Japan relation intact. However, the villain still remained Asian and 
represented the same already mentioned negative stereotypes which white people attributed to 
all Asian races – the stereotypes that induced both fear and superiority.  
The Cheat is one of the films that was released before Pearl Harbor as well. Here, a few scenes 
which demonstrate anti-Asian, or anti-Japanese, sentiment, will be described.  
First let us start with what this film is about. It is a short, one hour, motion picture where the 
plot is centred around a Japanese ivory trader – later changed to Burmese so as to not offend 
Japan once they became political allies with the U.S. – by the name of Haka Arakau (originally 
Hishuru Tori, a Japanese name), played by an actor of a Japanese descent, Sessue Hayakawa. 
Haka Arakau is the only Asian person and a person of colour in the film, besides his Asian 
servants. He is also the villain of the film. From the very beginning it is easy to notice that he 
is not supposed to play “the good guy”. 
On the other hand, Edit Hardy, the main female character, plays the role of a materialistic, 
spendthrift wife who passes most of her time at parties and in the company of already mentioned 
Mr. Haka Arakau. However, despite his obvious advances, she does not cheat on her husband 
with Arakau. Edith’s husband is the third and last of the main characters in the film. He plays 
the role of a devoted and self-sacrificing husband who works hard in order to earn money for 
his wife.  
In The Cheat, the contrast between this hard-working white husband and his not so perfect, but 
still “innocent” and loving white wife, and the “Easterner” Haka Arakau, is clear. While Arakau 
tries to literally own Edith – he brands her with a seal and kisses her forcefully and tries to rape 
her – her husband works all day and night and forgives her all her shortcomings and at the end 
of the film even takes a fall for her when Arakau gets shot. Edith is the one who shoots Arakau, 
but her husband takes the blame.  
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The film ends with a trial during which the husband is found guilty for Arakau’s shooting, but 
Edith steps forward and admits to everything. However, once she shows the seal Arakau had 
branded her skin with, the whole courtroom goes wild at the monstrous Mr. Arakau and the 
whole verdict against her husband gets dismissed. And if by the end of the film we did not get 
the message it was trying to pass to us, we get shown the following quote for clarification:  
East is East and West is West and never the Twain shall meet (Kipling in Turnbull and 
Macpherson 1915). 
And with this, the film ends as the white couple defeats the Asian – Japanese – villain. In other 
words, message is supposed to be that the good defeats evil.  
Before the attack on Pearl Harbor, the American film industry mostly focused on films such as 
Confessions of a Nazi Spy (1939), The Great Dictator (1940), Four Sons (1940) and A Yank in 
the RAF (1941) (Fisher 2012, 1). In 1942, after the Pearl Harbor attack, President Roosevelt 
created the Office of War Information (OWI) through the Executive Order 9182 with the goal 
of sending out the right propagandistic messages – the “right messages” being the hateful 
messages against Japan and the Japanese people – through various media the society consumed; 
in other words, the state wanted to control how the American public felt towards the war 
(Fischer 2012, 3).  
The difference between anti-Nazi films and anti-Japanese films lay primarily in the fact that in 
the anti-Nazi films there was a clear line between the Nazis and the “good” German people. In 
anti-Japanese films all Japanese people were treated as equally “evil”, blood-thirsty soldiers, 
nationalists and cold-blooded killers.  
Unlike the Germans, the Japanese were portrayed by racial stereotypes. While the 
German people were unwillingly put under the rule of the Nazis, there was never any 
question that the Japanese were evil… (Koppes in Fischer 2012, 11).  
Three movies that really marked the racist sentiment in films during World War II are: Bataan 
(1943), Guadalcanal Diaries (1943) and Know Your Enemy – Japan (1945). These are all films 
where anti-Japanese stereotypes are the strongest, and as Fischer says, all of these war movies 
concentrated on the racial aspect of the war, rather than distinguishing soldiers from civilians, 
like how they did when it came to Germany and Nazis being distinguished from the “normal” 
German people who were “good” citizens.  
The Japanese were seen as having no individual thought, of being tricky, sneaky and 
treacherous, also lacking emotion, being ruthless and of being either subhuman or 
superhuman (Fischer 2012, 4).  
Bataan is a film about the Battle of Bataan between Japanese imperial soldiers and U.S. and 
Filipino soldiers on the island of Bataan. This film portrays the Japanese as having no morals 
whatsoever and betraying their word at every corner. At the beginning of the film, the Japanese 
forces are not seen outright and are therefore perceived as superhuman, yet “the moment the 
Japanese reveal themselves, they are easily killed” (Fischer 2012, 5). This shows how the 
Japanese people were not seen as human at all – while they were hiding, they felt like some 
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hidden unbeatable power, and once they showed themselves, they were “uncovered” as mere 
“vermin”, not soldiers or even humans who would be seen as equal to U.S. troops.  
Fischer also says that in The Guadalcanal Diaries, just like in the Bataan, the Japanese soldiers 
were shown as always hidden, but not invisible, therefore creating an atmosphere of an even 
bigger danger. Japanese thus became caricatures with characteristics exactly the opposite to 
those of humans. She also quotes some lines of dialogue from the film that showcases the exact 
type of “yellow perilism” and negative stereotyping that is propagated in the film: 
[The Japanese soldier] is a constant menace to our patrols. He must be driven out…the 
men behind the machine guns are fanatics, some are chained to the weapons. One by 
one, they must be blasted from the earth that hides them (Tregaskis et al. in Fischer 2012, 
8). 
Know Your Enemy – Japan was, according to Fischer, the last film that had strong anti-Japanese 
war messages incorporated into it, and was released three days after the Hiroshima bombing. 
This film was made like a documentary in order to “provide a truth” about the Japanese (Fischer 
2012, 15).  
In Know Your Enemy – Japan, we can see the racist propaganda in the fact that all of the harmful 
stereotypes and negative images of Japanese people were passed off as the truth in the format 
of a documentary.  
At the beginning of Know Your Enemy – Japan, a distinction is made between the Japanese-
Americans and the “Japs” – Japanese people living in Japan. The Japanese-Americans were 
said to be brave and good, while the Japanese people in Japan were all barbarians. The 
documentary also mentions how the “westerners” will never understand the Japanese people, 
but that they must try. The film starts out by describing a typical Japanese soldier by, amongst 
other things, saying:  
He (a Japanese soldier) and his brother soldier are as much alike as a photographic prints 
of the same negative (Capra et el. 1945) 
and  
His appearance (is) unsoldierly (Capra et el. 1945). 
In this documentary, there is also a lot of generalisation, not only of the Japanese soldiers, but 
generalisation of the whole Japanese population. Sometimes the narrator of the documentary 
even addresses Japanese people worldwide, thus stereotyping the aforementioned “good” 
Japanese people living in the U.S. and other “western” countries. For example, when talking 
about Japanese history and myths, the narrator says that all Japanese people believe they are 
cousins, “even the fisherman off the coast of California” (Capra et el. 1945). 
Also, one explanation the documentary offers as to why the Japanese people are so “thirsty” for 
ruling and conquering the world is because of Shintoism. According to the film, “Japs” are led 
by Shintoism to “conquer all other races and people and put them under the Japanese rule” 
(Capra et el. 1945). 
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The Japanese character is explained through the skills they learn as children where they are 
“beaten into becoming ‘fanatic samurais’” (Capra et el. 1945).  
The Japanese people think in terms of sumo; calm, peaceful, serene, like a volcano Mt. 
Fuji, violent interruptions and crooked passions in between (Capra et el. 1945) . 
And lastly, the documentary ends with a message that necessitates Japan’s defeat:  
Defeating this nation is as necessary as shooting down a mad dog in your neighbourhood 
(Capra et el. 1945).  
Besides the mentioned examples, this false documentary is filled with propaganda and false 
facts that were masked as the truth which would go on to shape the mind-sets of the U.S. soldiers 
and the whole U.S. population. 
The government used many such films successfully as propaganda, which is not uniquely 
American. Japan, for example, also used war movies in order to sway the public image of the 
U.S. and the current war. However, while the Japanese used the imagery of heroes and were 
focusing more on their own “divine” image, the Americans produced movies based on racism 
and were focusing more on the Japanese as the “animalistic” enemy, rather than on themselves 
(Fischer 2012, 19-20).  
One such survey shows how these propagandistic messages in films and other media have 
indeed changed the public’s opinion of the Japanese. In 1942 all Japanese living in the U.S. 
were imprisoned in internment camps, as the Pearl Harbor attack caused the government to 
doubt the “trustworthiness” and “Americanness” of the Japanese born in America (Hirasaki 
National Resource Centre, n.d.). The U.S. government justified this by using race and 
nationality, as well as a need for more domestic security, as main arguments (Fisher 2012). 
Furthermore, many claim that these propagandistic messages, among other things, were the 
means which led to implementation of the internment camps (Yahoo, n.d.). Right after the 
internment of Japanese civilians, the American public was polled about what they thought the 
Japanese people were like. Fischer uses the poll results from Moon where: 73% of the American 
population answered to believe that the Japanese people were treacherous, 63% answers said 
they were sly, 56% believed they were cruel and 46% that they were warlike (Moon in Fischer 
2012, 13). These results prove that the media the public consumed – for example films – worked 
just like OWI had planned – to completely distort the image of the U.S. current enemy – Japan.  
 
2.3.3 Anti-Japanese propaganda in music 
The previously mentioned poll was conducted by Krystal R. Moon and published in her article 
There’s no Yellow in the Red, White, and Blue: The Creation of Anti-Japanese Music during 
World War II to which she added: 
To propagate and tap into these sentiments, the federal government pressured the music 
industry to produce patriotic music including songs that dealt with the Japanese. 
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Government officials understood the power of music and were interested in using it to 
mobilize the American people to support the war (Moon 2003, 335). 
However, according to Moon it was the publishing houses and musicians that decided what 
would be promoted based on how the market responded. But what the market wanted was not 
always the same and did not always coincide with what the government wanted – which was to 
promote anti-Japanese sentiment (Moon 2003, 335). That means that the government might 
have wanted more songs produced against Japan, but the public did not receive them as well as 
expected. However, the two of the most popular anti-Japanese songs were published merely 
three days after Pearl Harbor attack – You’re a Sap, Mister Jap and The Sun Will Soon be Setting 
for the Land of the Rising Sun. In the case of You’re a Sap, Mister Jap, it was so popular that 
there have even been requests asking for more similar songs (Moon 2003, 351-352).  
The lyrics in the mentioned songs were often contradictory, but the only purpose for these songs 
was to highlight the contrast between Japan and the U.S. and show the imagery of the 
“backward” country – Japan – and a “progressive” one – U.S. – of a “heathen” people – the 
Japanese people – and the “good” Christians – American people (Moon 2003, 338).  
Just as in the films we can find many examples of reinforcement of Japan as a whole as the 
enemy, without distinguishing soldiers from people, in songs as well – in other words, in song 
lyrics we can also encounter German people being seen as fundamentally “good” and merely 
victims of Nazism, while the Japanese people were treated like a collective “evil”. The same 
goes for Italy, which was also shown as merely a victim of fascism. A good example of song 
lyrics that describe the mind-set of people of that time would be the following:   
Hitler, Mussolini and that race of yellow skin (Dower in Moon 2003, 339).  
At the end of the day, such music never achieved much success. Moon says that the government 
and musicians were not agreeing on which music to publish – while the government pressed 
for more anti-Japanese music, the public did not consume as much as was previously thought. 
Therefore musicians refused to make more. However, Moon concludes that this might be “a 
small irony […] that consumers were not necessarily voting against racism but rather for more 
innovative music” (Moon 2003, 352). 
Here, the lyrics of the two mentioned propagandistic songs, You’re a Sap, Mister Jap and The 
Sun Will Soon be Setting (For The Land of The Rising Sun), will be broken down and analysed 
in an attempt to look closer at the negative images used against the Japanese people through 
these songs.  
Firstly, let us examine The Sun Will Soon Be Setting (For The Land of The Rising Sun) written 
in 1941 by Sam Lerner and performed by Frankie Masters. 
The title of the song is a threat because it says that the sun will set – as opposed to rise – which 
is a metaphor for an ending, or maybe even death, but certainly defeat. And by defeat, it is 
meant that Japan will certainly be defeated by the U.S. troops, thus in the land where the sun 
always rises, it will set. 
The song starts with: 
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They came chasing after trouble, And their trouble’s just begun, So the sun will soon be 
setting, For the land of the rising sun (Lerner 1941). 
Right at the beginning of the song Japan is threatened and promised to regret the attack on Pearl 
Harbor and the U.S.  
While their left hand offered friendship, In the right they held a gun (Lerner 1941). 
Here, Japan is also called a traitor and a deceiver. Later on in the song the Japanese people are 
also compared to a “thief in the night” which has then been rhymed with “But their days will 
be numbered by the mighty right of our dynamite.” We can see that the threats turn very violent 
very fast. The dynamite here symbolises the war, battle and death.  
The other of the two most well-known and most listened-to anti-Japanese propaganda songs is 
titled You’re a Sap, Mister Jap, a song written by James Cavanaugh, John Redmond and Nat 
Simon, and performed by The Murphy Sisters in the 1942 Popeye the Sailor animated cartoon 
released by Paramount Pictures.  
The title of the song alone shows what this song is about and the intent it was made with.  
You’re a sap, Mr. Jap, you make a Yankee cranky, You’re a sap, Mr. Jap, Uncle 
Sammy’s gonna spanky (Cavanaugh et al. 1942). 
Here, the songs starts out by a rhyme and a “happy” and “playful” atmosphere, all the while 
communicating a very harmful message – that all Japanese are evil and that the U.S. (“Yankee” 
and “Uncle Sammy”) are going to beat the evil “Mr. Jap”.  
The A, B, C and D will sink your rising sun (Cavanaugh et al. 1942).  
In this context, the A stands for America, B for British, C for Chinese and D for Dutch. These 
four nations will all, according to the song, unite and help bring Japan “to its knees”.  
Another way music was used as propaganda was in films. W. Anthony Sheppard in An Exotic 
Enemy says that “music strengthens the propagandistic function of the film by helping to cram 
multiple channels of perception with the same basic message” (Sheppard 2001, 309). Music in 
film cannot by itself create a whole propagandistic message, but rather, it works well with the 
pictures and text. However, music can shape the way pictures and text are perceived, especially 
in certain social contexts. During the Second World War, anti-Japanese propaganda has been 
incorporated not only into films or music, but into the newspaper and news; the whole of daily 
life – especially with the internment of the Japanese-Americans in 1942. This way, with music 
in films as well, the public was surrounded by sub-conscious messages and anti-Japanese 
sentiment completely.  
 
3 Conclusion 
This thesis did not pose a question of whether anti-Japanese propaganda existed, but rather, 
admitting the fact that it did, the thesis described how and to what level this propaganda was 
incorporated into the daily lives of the U.S. population. In other words, the goal of the thesis 
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was to describe the propaganda in mass media from 1854 to 1946 in the U.S., starting with how 
it has formed to how it gained a greater influence, how far this influence reached and what it 
might have caused.  
However, in order to get a better sense of anti-Japanese propaganda, the first thing described 
was the historical background of the Japanese people – and the Chinese people before them – 
immigrating to the U.S. in the 19th century. The 19th century was a century when anti-Asian 
propaganda began to appear as well, so this timestamp seemed appropriate.  
This case study was opened up by first defining propaganda in general, according to definitions 
put forward by Jacques Ellul. Following that, the paper offered another, more specific, 
definition of propaganda by Matsui Kazuhiro – connected to the mass media – which is the 
main focus of this thesis work. 
In the following section, the paper offered brief historical outlines of the 19th century and a 
short historical background of the first Asian immigrants to the U.S. – the Chinese immigrants. 
This section was followed by the historical background of the Japanese immigrants to the U.S. 
which was then connected to the anti-Japanese and anti-Asian propaganda. Out of the various 
propaganda forms that existed, this paper primarily dealt with propaganda perpetuated through 
literature, films and music.  
In the sections about literature, the paper gave examples from both non-fiction and fiction works, 
which dealt with both anti-Asian propaganda in general, and more specifically, anti-Japanese 
propaganda. When talking about films, this thesis commented on the most well-known anti-
Asian and anti-Japanese films. Out of those, two were chosen – The Cheat and Know Your 
Enemy – Japan – in order to take a closer look at them and mention some of the negative 
stereotypes and propaganda that appeared there. Lastly, this thesis put forward examples of 
propaganda perpetuated through music with a focus specifically on songs produced around the 
Pearl Harbor attack. Here we can find two of the best known songs – You’re a Sap, Mister Jap 
and The Sun Will Soon be Setting (For The Land of The Rising Sun) – and examine the 
propaganda in their lyrics.  
With this short historical summary of the Asian – Japanese – immigrants coming to America, 
and the description of some works of propaganda in the mass media against those minorities, 
an insight is offered into the social position of Japanese-Americans and the general status of 
someone of a Japanese – and Asian – descent within the timeframe of 1854 – 1946. However, 
this research has also lead me to understand how exactly propaganda changed through the 
decades described and why it changed. 
 
In short, in the beginning stages of Chinese immigration – beginning of the 19th century – 
propaganda was mostly used to push the Chinese workers out of work – mostly farm work – 
and give more opportunities to the European workers. During the period of Chinese 
immigration to the U.S., Irish immigrants, German immigrants, Italian immigrants, and the rest, 
were also moving to the United States in big numbers in order to find employment. However, 
since they did not look any different from the American citizens – they were white – it was easy 
to create negative stereotypes and spread propaganda against that minority which looked 
different. With the ending of the 19th century, Japanese immigrants also started moving to 
America to look for jobs, and these jobs turned out to be mostly farm work. Just as Chinese 
immigration had been banned, the Japanese – who all looked the same to American citizens – 
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came and took over the farm work successfully. This in turn caused the white farmers to start 
recycling old anti-Chinese stereotypes and propaganda and project them onto the Japanese 
immigrants. Of course, new propaganda specific only to the Japanese people also appeared at 
that time. This was all done in order to push the Japanese farmers out of work.  
This thesis highlights the stark contrast between the 19th century propaganda and the period 
after the Russo-Japanese war when Japan came out as the victor against Russia in 1905. This is 
when Jack London brings back the stories of Japan’s dangerous thirst to conquer and the will 
to never give up until all “white people” are slaves to the Japanese people. Because of this type 
of fear-based journalism, the anti-Japanese propaganda re-shaped itself to fit the current 
political events. In other words, the beginning of the 20th century was definitely marked by a 
specific type of propaganda that called out Japan as a danger and a threat, as opposed to the 19th 
century propaganda which ridiculed the Japanese people and used their “cunning” to cast them 
out from the society. But once Japan defeated Russia, this “cunning” of the Japanese people 
soon made the society at large fearful, which in turn birthed new negative stereotypes and 
propaganda.   
Once Japan stopped being a U.S. ally, things became even worse. The film production turned 
into a big business and a great means for governments to push their messages through. With the 
Second World War, many anti-Japanese films were being made, but distinction between 
Japanese people living in Japan and the Japanese-Americans clearly existed. However, once the 
attack on Pearl Harbor happened, to the U.S., every Japanese person turned into a villain and 
every Japanese-American turned into a spy for “those villains in Japan”. This lead to 
incarceration of numerous Japanese-Americans into camps, all because of the fear of Japan’s 
power and cunning nature.  
Propaganda was – and still is – greatly influenced by the current state of affairs and politics. It 
is not a thing that is disconnected from the rest of the variables and therefore it cannot be 
observed as such. There is not only one form of anti-Japanese propaganda just as there is not 
only one unchanging opinion when it comes to the current state of affairs. This is why 
propaganda is used to turn various opinions about something or the other into a one, uniform 
opinion. Today still, we can find anti-Japanese propaganda in the media, but their intention has 
changed and transformed so much that it can be a whole different field of research.  
 
Protijaponska propaganda v ZDA 1854-1946 
 
Povzetek 
V diplomski nalogi raziskujem anti-japonsko propagando v ZDA. Ta raziskava je sestavljena 
iz raziskovalnega vprašanja, razlage in zaključka. 
„Anti-japonska“ propaganda pomeni propagando, ki izraža sovraštvo do Japonske, Japoncev in 
japonskih Američanov. 
Raziskovalna tema diplomskega dela opisuje, kako se je rasizem širil zaradi vpliva propagande. 
V nalogi analiziram tri najpogostejša sredstva propagande – literaturo, filme in glasbo. 
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Diplomska naloga je razdeljena na osem pomembnih delov. Prvi del govori o specifičnih 
razlagah in definicijah propagande z vidikov različnih raziskovalcev, ki so se ukvarjali s 
pojmom propagande. Drugi del se nanaša na začetke propagande proti azijskim etničnim 
skupinam v 19. stoletju. Tretji del se nanaša na japonske priseljence, ki so v ZDA prišli konec 
19. stoletja. Nato sledi pojasnitev, kako se je anti-japonska propaganda razširila. Zatem sledi 
del o vsebini propagande v literaturi, v filmih in v glasbi. Zadnji del predstavlja zaključek.  
Po mnenju raziskovalca Jacquesa Ellula je propaganda pojav, ki izhaja iz specifičnega 
družbenega konteksta. Potrebno je omeniti tudi Matsuija Kazuhira, ki natančneje opredeljuje 
pojem propagande. Matsui pravi, da je propaganda oglaševanje. To pomeni, da se v propagandi 
uporabljajo tudi metode ustvarjanja oglasov. Ob ustvarjanju oglasov se upošteva šest glavnih 
metod. Prva metoda oglaševanja je privlačnost oglasa, druga je preprostost sporočila oglasa, 
tretja metoda je primerjava nasprotnih sporočil, katerih namen je da pritegne pozornost 
potrošnika. Četrta in peta metoda sta opredeljeni kot ponavljanje, ki vodi do lažjega 
razumevanja sporočila, in šesta metoda povzroči čustveno reakcijo potrišnika. Z upoštevanjem 
teh šestih načinov ustvarjanja oglasov v diplomski nalogi raziskujem propagando kot 
oglaševanje.  
V nalogi raziskujem obdobje od leta 1854 do leta 1946. Leta 1854 je bil prvič podpisan 
diplomatski sporazum med Japonsko in ZDA. Leta 1946 je bilo zaprto zadnje japonsko-
ameriško taborišče za tujce na jezeru Tule. Razlog za izbiro tega obdobja je, da se je leta 1854 
zgodilo nekaj, čemur bi lahko rekli prvi stik med Japonsko in ZDA. Prav tako se takrat 
izoblikujejo tudi prvi vtisi in mnenja med tema dvema deželama in različnimi kulturami 
Japonske in ZDA. Leto 1946 sem izbrala zato, ker se takrat zaprejo koncentracijska taborišča 
in se prične novo obdobje z novo anti-japonsko propagando. Zaradi tega raziskujem področje 
literature, filmov in glasbe, ki so nastali v tistem obdobju. 
Z razjasnitvijo pojma propagande se diplomska naloga osredotoča na azijske imigrante v 
Ameriki in na propagando, ki je potekala proti njim. Natančneje, zgodovinsko opredeljujem 
načine, s katerimi se je ta propaganda začela in razširila. Prvi azijski priseljenci v Ameriki so 
bili kitajski priseljenci. Veliko kitajskih priseljencev je prišlo v Ameriko v začetku 19. stoletja. 
Splošno sprejeto mnenje je, da so Kitajci imigrirali v ZDA zaradi iskanja boljše zaposlitve. Ker 
je bilo v Združenih državah veliko priložnosti, so se Kitajci skupaj z Nemci, Italijani, Irci in 
ostalimi imigranti preselili v ZDA. Razlika od ostalih priseljencev pa je bila ta, da so bili Kitajci, 
ko so prišli v ZDA, že od začetka deležni ogromno sovraštva. Razlog za tem bi naj bil, da so 
evropski priseljenci ob neuspehu pri iskanju zaposlitve v novi deželi razvili idejo, da so za 
njihovo nesrečo krivi kitajski priseljenci, o katerih so pričeli širiti negativne stereotipe ter proti 
njim izvajati propagando.  
Po kitajskih priseljencih so se v drugi polovici 19. stoletja v ZDA začeli seliti tudi Japonci. Leta 
1854 je prišlo do prvega stika med Japonsko in ZDA in takrat je ogromno število japonskih 
študentov prišlo v ZDA na študij, vendar ni bilo takih, ki bi se v ZDA preselili ter tam stalno 
živeli. Eden izmed razlogov, zakaj je do tega prihajalo, se nahaja v enem od japonskih zakonov, 
ki je prepovedoval izseljevanje Japoncev. Vendar so ta zakon ukinili leta 1865 in od takrat 
naprej so se Japonci začeli v velikem številu priseljevati v ZDA. 
S pojasnitvijo procesa priseljevanja japonskih državljanov v Ameriko v tezi pojasnjujem 
splošno anti-japonsko propagando. Japonski priseljenci so se v ZDA, tako kot kitajski, zaposlili 
kot kmetje. Zaradi tega so se ostali priseljenci – italijanski, nemški, irski priseljenci –obrnili 
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proti japonskim ter drugim priseljencem iz azijskih držav in o njih razširili negativne stereotipe 
ter pričeli izvajati propagando proti njim.  
Na začetku 20. stoletja pride do preobrata propagande. Leta 1905, po rusko-japonski vojni, je 
anti-japonska propaganda postala utemeljena na strahu. Pojavil se je tudi izraz »rumena 
nevarnost«. 
V okviru obstoječih različnih vrst propagande sem analizirala tri orodja propagande — 
literaturo, filme in glasbo. 
Najprej, diplomska naloga opisuje propagando v literaturi. Propaganda, ki jo najdemo v 
literaturi, je sestavljena iz fikcije/leposlovja in ne-fikcije/neleposlovja. V fikciji so bili japonski 
in drugi azijski priseljenci običajno prikazani kot stereotipizirani zločinci. Po drugi strani pa v 
ne-fikciji obstajajo primeri, v katerih so se pobudniki anti-japonske propagande sklicevali na 
samo Biblijo kot sredstvo utemeljevanja za nadaljevanje propagandne politike in propagande 
proti Japoncem in japonskim imigrantom. V bistvu bi lahko rekli, da je literatura največji vir 
anti-japonske in anti-azijske propagande. 
V nadaljevanju opisujem propagando v filmih. Filmi so imeli velik vpliv v 20. stoletju. Največje 
število anti-japonskih filmov je nastalo med drugo svetovno vojno. Zato sem se pri obravnavi 
filmov v nalogi osredotočila predvsem na filme iz obdobja druge svetovne vojne. Za primerjavo 
pa so omenjeni tudi nekateri drugi filmi, ki so nastali pred drugo svetovno vojno. 
Nazadnje opisujem propagando v glasbi. Glasba je širok pojem, zato se v tem kontekstu nanaša 
posebej na pop pesmi. Tako kot filmov, je bilo med drugo svetovno vojno ustvarjenih tudi 
veliko anti-japonskih pesmi s propagandno vsebino. Zato v diplomski nalogi analiziram pesmi 
iz časa druge svetovne vojne. Poleg tega se dotikam tudi glasbe v filmih. 
V zaključku diplomske naloge povzemam vsebino moje raziskave in jo povezujem s primerjavo 
propagande skozi desetletja. Raziskava ponuja možne razloge za spremembo propagande skozi 
čas. Nazadnje se zastavlja novo vprašanje - kako in zakaj se je propaganda razvila po letu 1946 
ter v kakšni obliki se je ohranila in preobrazila vse do danes. 
 
 
アメリカ合衆国の抗日プロパガンダ （1854-1946） 
 
卒業論文の概略 
 卒業論文で研究したテーマはアメリカ合衆国の抗日プロパガンダです。抗日とい
うのは、日本や日本人、日系人に対しての反感を指す言葉です。 
 卒業論文の問いは、プロパガンダの影響で、人種差別がどのように増大したかと
いうことです。プロパガンダの中でも特に、文学、映画、音楽を研究します。 
卒業論文は４つの章にわかれています。1 つ目は、プロパガンダに関する具体的な
ことやそれぞれの研究者によってのプロパガンダの定義について述べます。2 つ目は、
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19 世紀のアメリカ合衆国のアジア人に対するプロパガンダの始まりについてです。
そして、19世紀の終わりにアメリカ合衆国へ行った日本人の移民についてです。3つ
目は、抗日のプロパガンダがどのように広がったか説明します。そして、文学によ
るプロパガンダ，映画によるプロパガンダ、音楽によるプロパガンダについて、そ
れぞれ内容を話します。最後に、結論です。 
Jacques Ellul (1962)という研究者によると、プロパガンダとは、社会的で具体的
なコンテクストから生まれる現象です。しかし、その広い定義を具体的にするため
に、松井一洋（2011）という研究者を参考にしてプロパガンダを定義しました。松
井によると、プロパガンダは宣伝だということです。どういう意味かというと、プ
ロパガンダの作り方には、宣伝の作り方の方法が見られるということです。宣伝の
作り方には、６つの特徴があります。1 つ目の特徴は、魅力があること、2 つ目は、
シンプルなメッセージであること、3 つ目は、何かと比較すると目を引き付けること、
4 つ目は、メッセージを繰り返すこと、5 つ目は、メッセージが繰り返されるとわか
りやすくなること、そして、6 つ目の特徴は、感動させるのが必要だということです。
その 6つの宣伝の作り方を考えながら、抗日プロパガンダを研究しました。 
 研究した期間は 1854 年から 1946 年までです。1854 年にはアメリカ合衆国と日本
の間ではじめて平和条約が結ばれました。そして、1946 年にはアメリカ合衆国にあ
った最後の日本人収容所 “Tule Lake (トゥーリーレイク)” が閉まった年です。そ
の期間を選んだ理由は、1854 年はアメリカ合衆国と日本の初めてのコンタクトで、
アメリカ合衆国と日本の間で第一印象が作られたからです。そして 1946 年は抗日プ
ロパガンダの結果の一つ、収容所が閉まって、新しいタイプの抗日プロパガンダが
始まったからです。そのため、その期間に作られた文学、映画と音楽によるプロパ
ガンダを研究することにしました。 
 プロパガンダは何かということを定義した後、アメリカ合衆国のアジア人に対し
てのプロパガンダについて述べます。具体的に、どのようにそのプロパガンダが始
まったか、または広がったかを歴史的に説明します。アメリカ合衆国への初めのア
ジア人の移民は中国人でした。多くの中国人は 19 世紀の初めにアメリカ合衆国へい
きました。なぜ行ったかというと、職を得るためだということが言われています。
アメリカ合衆国には機会がたくさんあったので、ドイツ人、イタリア人やアイルラ
ンド人などと一緒に中国人も移住しました。しかし、中国人は行ったばかりのころ
抵抗を感じたということです。なぜかというと、最も支持されている意見は、中国
人がヨーロッパなど，ほかの国や地域からの移民の仕事を奪ったから，と考えられ
ているからです。 
 中国人の後、19 世紀の後半に、日本人もアメリカ合衆国へ移住し始めました。
1854 年が日本とアメリカ合衆国が初めて接触した年だと言われています。その時、
アメリカ合衆国に行った日本人は学生ばかりだったということで、生活しに行く日
本人はいなかったのです。なぜかというと、日本の法律が移民を禁止していたから
です。しかし、その法律は 1965 年に廃止され、日本人はアメリカ合衆国へ生活者と
して移住し始めました。 
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 日本人のアメリカ合衆国への移住を説明した後、抗日プロパガンダを一般的に説
明します。中国人と同じで、日本人も農場で働きました。その理由で、他の移民、
つまりアイルランド人、イタリア人、ドイツ人などは、日本人、または、アジア人
に対してのネガティブなステレオタイプやプロパガンダをもったということです。
20 世紀の初めに、そのプロパガンダは変わりました。1905 年、つまり日本とロシア
の戦争の後には、日本のプロパガンダは、恐怖に基づくプロパガンダになりました。
「Yellow Peril」という用語も現れました。 
 そのさまざまなプロパガンダの中で、3 つのプロパガンダの手法を選んで、それに
ついて話します。そのプロパガンダの方法は、文学、映画と音楽です。 
 まず、文学についてです。文学によるプロパガンダはフィクションとノンフィク
ションの両方が含まれています。フィクションでは日本人、または、アジア人がよ
く悪役として描かれました。その一方、ノンフィクションでは、聖書を参考にして
それを抗日プロパガンダに使う G. G. Rupert（1911）という研究者もいました。要
約すると、坑日プロパガンダの中で最も多いのは、文学によるものです。 
 次に、映画についてです。映画は 20 世紀の初めに世界中の人々の考え方に大きな
影響を与えました。最も多い抗日映画が作られたのは、第二次世界大戦の頃でした。
なので、映画に関しては、世界戦争の映画を中心にしました。しかし、比較するた
めに、その期間の前にもいくつかの映画を選んで、大戦のときに作られた映画とそ
の前後に作られた映画の違いについて述べました。 
 最後に、音楽についてです。音楽は広い分野ですが、音楽と言えば、曲だと思い
ます。曲の歌詞の中に見受けられる抗日プロパガンダを調べました。映画と同じで、
多くの曲は第二次世界大戦の時にできました。映画と同じで，大戦の時に音楽によ
る抗日プロパガンダが最も多かったです。その他に、映画音楽についても調べまし
た。 
 ここで、もう一度アジア人や日本人の移民の歴史について要約します。その後、
文学、映画と音楽の主な抗日プロパガンダの作品についてまとめます。時代ごとに、
文学、映画と音楽に見受けられた抗日プロパガンダの特徴や理由を説明します。ま
た、抗日プロパガンダがどのように変わっていったか、その理由を含めて説明しま
す。抗日プロパガンダは、社会や政治の影響を受けて変わるということが明らかに
なりました。プロパガンダが社会や政治によってどのように変わったかというと、
19 世紀にはプロパガンダは日本人を蔑むために作られていましたが、20 世紀には、
プロパガンダは、日本に対する恐怖を宣伝するために作られたということです。 
 さて、今日も抗日プロパガンダの新しい形が見つかると思います。時代によって、
そして社会や政治によって抗日プロパガンダは変わっていくでしょう。 
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